Abstract-Diagnostic model development presents a significant engineering challenge to ensure subsequent diagnostic processes using such models will yield accurate results. One approach to developing system-level diagnostic models that has been receiving attention is the Timed Failure Propagation Graph (TFPG), developed at Vanderbilt University. Unfortunately, developing TFPG models is also difficult and error-prone. In this paper, we extend previous work in using historical maintenance and diagnostic information to identify potential errors in the TFPGbased diagnostic models and recommend ways of maturing these models. This is done by extending the maturation process to incorporate historical alarm sequences and to model these sequences using a probabilistic transition matrix (similar to a Markov chain). The resulting sequence model is compared to the causal relationships identified in the original TFPG to discover discrepancies between the two. Potential sequence modeling errors with recommendations are given back to an engineer or analyst. We report on the maturation process and algorithms and also provide preliminary experimental results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Developing diagnostic models that yield accurate results when used by subsequent diagnostic processes presents a difficult engineering process [1] . The Timed Failure Propagation Graph (TFPG) developed at Vanderbilt University is one form of system-level diagnostic model that has received attention [2] , [3] . The TFPG model specifies causal relationships between faults and discrepancies, which are irregular conditions that are the effects of the faults (whether monitored or unmonitored). TFPG diagnostic algorithms are then able to diagnosis faults solely from knowing which alarms (monitored discrepancies) were or were not triggered. The diagnosis process, however, can be improved by incorporating the temporal information of when the alarms occurred [4] , [5] . Fig. 1 shows an example TFPG model. Nodes labeled with F1, F2, F3, and F4 represent faults in the TFPG model. The labels D1 through D11 denote nodes that represent discrepancies. Monitored discrepancies are represented by nodes labeled M2, M3, M9, M10, and M11. If Fault F1 were to occur, then the the signal would propagate to D1 and then split and propagate to D3 and D3, which would be detected by the the alarms M2 and M3. The signal would the continue to propagate to the rest of the system and would continue to trigger alarms M9, M10, and M11. In the diagnostic setting, the algorithm would only see alarms M2, M3, M9, M10, and M11 fire. Because all of those alarms indicate fault F1, F1 would be reported as the most likely occurring fault.
The diagnostic performance of TFPG models for fault diagnostics is dependent on how accurate the TFPG model is. TFPG models are constructed by a domain expert of the system, which is difficult because the expert must accurately represent causal relationships given an often incomplete understanding of actual system behavior, therefore introducing error into the model. A bad TFPG model will result in poor diagnosis from the reasoner, causing an increase in time, money, parts, and labor in the maintenance of the modeled system since the corrective action will not be known [6] . For example, suppose the TFPG model in Fig. 1 is modeling some subsystem. Suppose that in designing the model, the engineer overlooked the relationship between the discrepancies D7 and D9 and did not add a causal relationship between the two discrepancies. In this faulty model, the reasoner will not be able to diagnosis fault F4 as the model does not have any relationship between F4 and any alarm. If fault F4 does occur in the physical system, alarms M9, M10, and M11 will all occur and the reasoner will likely diagnosis fault F2 because it is the simplest explanation as to what fault would trigger M9. The result is an increase in maintenance time since the true fault has to be located by alternative means [7] .
Creating error-free TFPG models becomes even more difficult when hierarchical TFPG models are used. In [8] , the authors proposed a hierarchical diagnosis approach for complex causal systems. In their approach, the system is partitioned into a set of local subsystems, each of which represents a sub-graph of the entire system. All of the local subsystems are contained within a global system that obtains a globally consistent diagnosis of the entire TFPG system. The difficulty in developing these hierarchical TFPG models is determining what relations should exist between different subsystems or how the dynamical system will behave in different environmental conditions [6] . For example, the hydraulic subsystem of an aircraft may have a relationship with the radar subsystem because of how the power subsystem connects the hydraulic and radar subsystems.
Because creating error-free TFPG models is difficult, a process is needed to mature the TFPG models over time. If the system user knows when the TFPG model is misdiagnosing a fault, he or she should be able to use that information to mature Fig. 1 . A faulty TFPG model. Nodes labeled with F1, F2, F3, and F4 represent faults in the TFPG model. The labels D1 through D11 denote nodes that represent discrepancies. Monitored discrepancies are represented by nodes labeled M2, M3, M9, M10, and M11. The circled link from discrepancy D7 to discrepancy D9 should be included in the TFPG model but was overlooked when the model was created, resulting in a poor diagnosis of faults.
the TFPG model, resulting in a more accurate diagnosis. To determine whether the reasoner diagnosed the correct fault, one must compare the reasoner's diagnosis with the actual fault found by alternative means. By storing past maintenance history, detailed engineering analysis can be performed to determine the actual fault that occurred. The maintenance information can then be compared to the reasoner history and searched for any discrepancies between the two data sources. If there is a discrepancy between the two histories, then the user knows that the reasoner misdiagnosed a fault. For example, if the reasoner is misdiagnosing a particular fault numerous times, then there could an error in the TFPG model. These discrepancies between the reasoner and maintenance histories can then be used to modify the TFPG model such that the reasoner will diagnosis the correct fault [6] .
TFPG maturation is a difficult problem [9] . To perform maturation, the reasoner diagnosis history and maintenance history are needed to be able to locate where the reasoner is misdiagnosing a fault. However, these data sources are often stored in heterogeneous systems, making retrieval and analysis of the data difficult [9] . In previous work, Wilmering and Sheppard suggested an approach to utilizing domain ontologies as a means to focus and filter data analysis in knowledge discovery [10] . The specific focus of that work was utilizing the ontologies to guide the process by which diagnostic models could be matured over time. That paper proposed using a method such as the Apriori algorithm to discover new relationships within historical maintenance data that could be used to determine diagnostic relationships, improved probability estimates, or better specification of test processes [10] .
In our previous work, we extended the work of Wilmering and Sheppard to mapping diagnostic models and historical diagnostic session data to two ontologies derived from IEEE Standards [11] . [13] . The IEEE models, which were defined by using the EXPRESS language, were redefined using the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [14] , [15] . This allowed us to use the graph-theoretic representations of the models and sessions to determine statistical discrepancies between what was expected by the models and what had been encountered in practice. From this, we were able to recommend changes to the TFPG model.
Our previous work focused on the ontology aspect of the maturation process and the maturation algorithm of the relationships between the faults and alarms in the TFPG models [11] . In this paper, we discuss the extension of our prior work by looking at how to mature the relationships between the different alarms in the TFPG model. To do so, we work directly with the TFPG model, allowing us to know the causal relationships between all the alarms in the TFPG model. Given a set of maintenance events, we model all of the alarm sequences using a probabilistic transition matrix similar to a Markov chain. This probabilistic transition matrix can then be compared to the TFPG model to find discrepancies between the two. These recommendations are then reported back to an engineer or analyst for further review. In this paper, we present our algorithm to perform the maturation of the relationships between the alarms in the TFPG model and test our algorithm on several scenarios.
II. TIMED FAILURE PROPAGATION GRAPHS
A Time Failure Propagation Graph (TFPG) model is a directed graph where each vertex represents a failure node or a discrepancy [2] , [3] . Failure nodes represent faults in the target system and discrepancies are causal nodes that are affected by failure nodes. Discrepancies can be monitored or unmonitored. Monitored discrepancies are often referred to as alarms. The edges between the nodes represent the effect of failure propagation over time in the underlying system that is being modeled. Formally, this is represented as TFPG
= (F, D, E, M, ET, EM, DC, DS) where:
• F is a set of failure nodes • D is a set of discrepancy nodes The set of discrepancies that are monitored are defined by the map DS. The map ET associates with each edge e in E a minimum and maximum time for the failure to propagate along the edge. DC defines if each discrepancy is an AND or an OR node. The goal of a diagnostic algorithm is to find a hypothetical state that tries to explain the physical system based on observed alarms [4] . Fig. 1 is an example TFPG model with four faults and eleven discrepancies, five of which are monitored (alarms).
Since TFPG models have been introduced, several diagnostic algorithms have been developed to utilize these models by determining the most likely fault occurrence given a set of alarms that have been triggered [4] , [5] . TFPG models have also been extended by Abdelwahed in 2004 to include model dependency constraints on the propagation links [16] . These extended models, referred to as a Hybrid Failure Propagation Graphs (HFPG), allow the model to operate in various operational modes. These different operational modes allow alarms to be either enabled or disabled.
One way a TFPG model can be represented is with the D-matrix, which is a matrix representation that relates the faults and the discrepancies that monitor or observe those faults. We can also formally represent it as the following: Let F represent a set of faults. Let D represent the set of discrepancies. Assume each f i ∈ F is a Boolean variable such that eval(f i ) ∈ {0, 1} and each d j ∈ D is also a Boolean variable such that eval(a j ) ∈ {0, 1}. Then a diagnostic signature is defined to be the vector
is the jth element in vector f i . A D-matrix is then defined to be the set of diagnostic signatures d i for all d i ∈ D [17] . Rows represent faults and columns represent discrepancies. The ith column corresponds to discrepancy i in the TFPG model. In most situations, the only discrepancies that are included or shown in the D-matrix are the monitored ones. D-matrices do not fully represent TFPG models because they do not capture the temporal relationships. However, one can find the logical relationship between the alarms by computing the logical closure of the matrix [18] . This is done by determining which attributes have a parent set that is a subset of another attribute's parent set. Let a i be an alarm that monitors faults f i and let a j be an alarm that monitors faults f j . We can represent this as f i → a i and f j → a j . If f i is a subset of f j , then f j contains f i and f j → a i . If a j is true, f j must also be true. This means a i must be true and therefore a i → a j [1] , [18] . The pseudocode to find the logical closure can be found in Fig. 2 .
Using the original D-matrix one can find the logical closure matrix of the discrepancies. This matrix relates discrepancies to other discrepancies. Again, similar to the first D-matrix, a 1 in the ith row and jth column means that the jth discrepancy observes the ith discrepancy.
In addition, after taking the logical closure of the Dmatrix, one can take the transitive reduction of a graph, which is also known as the logical unclosed matrix [18] , [19] . In taking the transitive reduction of the graph, all of the transitive links between discrepancies can be removed by using logical relationships. After finding the logical closure of the matrix, the logical NOT is taken over the subset and AND is performed between the subset of parents for an alarm and the set of alarms. In doing so, the transitive edges in the TFPG model and the correspond D-matrices are removed. This induced D-matrix is then able to show the first order dependencies between the discrepancies.
In our previous work, we focused on maturing the Dmatrices of the TFPG model because that is how the models are represented in the IEEE Std. 1232 AI-ESTATE. Therefore we were able to use the ontologies to relate the maintenance history and reasoner history to each other [11] [12] . One problem with using the induced D-matrix to represent the TFPG model, however, is that the resulting unclosed D-matrix will not always represent the true causal relationships between alarms. For example, in Fig. 3 , after the logical closure and unclosure of the two models is found, the D-matrices will be the same.
Additionally, because the closure step depends on which faults alarms monitor, the logical closure D-matrix will not be able to determine the correct causal relationships in a sequence of alarms which all monitor the same set of faults. Therefore, for accurate maturation of the relationship between Fig. 3 . Two different TFPG models. If the logical closure and unclosure of these two TFPG models is taken, the unclosed D-matrix of the two models will be the same.
the different alarms, the full TFPG model is needed. However, because the D-matrix is derived from the TFPG model, we are indirectly maturing the D-matrix.
III. RELATED WORK
The idea behind diagnostic maturation has been discussed in several papers, but only one paper has published a formal algorithm for large amounts of corrective actions in which non-detects or false alarms could be occurring [11] . In [6] , Wilmering points out there are unexpected and unplanned system interactions that can degrade the performance of the diagnostic design. In order to increase performance of the diagnostic model, historical maintenance actions will be used to help mature the model. Wilmering however, points out that the process requires ready access to the model, maintenance events, and any other information that could aid in the maturation process [6] . In order to utilize all of these resources, the author proposes using an ontology to gather all the required data together in a meaningful way.
In [1] , the authors discuss using explanation-based learning for the diagnostic model. If misdiagnoses occurs, then additional testing is done until a correct diagnosis has been made. This information can then be used to modify the structure of the model so that the correct diagnosis is consistent with testing. The authors also give a proof that, given a single misdiagnoses, the model can be modified so that the misdiagnoses never occurs again. This was only valid for a single training example, however, and did not include how to deal with faulty or false alarms.
In our previous work, we presented an ontology-guided approach for D-matrix model maturation [11] . In that work we were limited to only maturing the relationship between alarms and faults. Once the discrepancies between the maintenance and reasoner history were found, the algorithm would find the probability of an alarm i firing given a single ground truth (maintenance event) fault j was diagnosed as the true fault. These probabilities were then compared against the Dmatrix. If an alarm occurred with a high probability and the D-matrix showed that the alarm was not observing the fault or if the alarm occurred with a low probability and the Dmatrix showed that the alarm is observing the fault, then the relationships were flagged as erroneous and a recommendation is made to the engineer.
The problem with this approach is that it does not give any information on how the erroneous relationship between the fault and alarm should be fixed, such as which link should be added or removed in the TFPG model. We extend that previous work by using the sequences of alarms to inform which links should be removed or added. Additionally, we present a more developed version of the sequence maturation along with several scenarios to test our algorithm.
IV. MATURATION OF ALARM SEQUENCES
Suppose a TFPG model has a sequence of alarms that diagnoses a particular fault; however, maintenance events are finding that when the fault occurs, the sequence of alarms that should diagnosis the fault are not occurring. The sequence of alarms need to be adjusted so that the alarm sequences indicated by the model correctly identify the fault. In addition, there will also be alarms that do not fire when they should (non-detects) and alarms that fire when they should not (false alarms). These alarms need to be analyzed to gain an accurate picture of the alarms that should be occurring based on the maintenance events. Such analysis can also assist incorporating uncertainty measures into the diagnostic process.
Whenever a particular fault was found during postmaintenance analysis to be the true cause of a maintenance event, we analyze all of the reasoner logs that caused the unit to be pulled for maintenance. We then examine all of the reasoner logs for the corresponding maintenance event and pull all of the alarm sequences out of the reasoner logs. Using these alarm sequences, we calculate a post-occurrence probability matrix that gives the probability of an alarm occurring directly after another alarm. For alarms i and j, [i, j] represents the probability that alarm j occurred sometime after alarm i with respect to the total number of alarm sequences that have occurred given that fault F was diagnosed as the ground truth in the maintenance event. Note that alarm j does not have to occur directly after alarm i. This matrix represents the temporal occurrences of the alarms that are being observed. The pseudocode to build the post-occurrence probability matrix is given in Fig. 4 (BuildPostOccurProbMatrix) .
Next, we need to determine the expected post-occurrence probability matrix. As noted in our previous work, this is a combinatorial problem and therefore has an exponential run time [11] . Therefore, we use the TFPG model to find the causal relationships between the various alarms. If there is a causal relationship between two alarms i and j, we would expect a high probability in [i, j] from the post-occurrence probability matrix. Similarly, if there is no causal relationship between two alarms, the corresponding probability in the post-occurrence probability matrix should be low. If there is a discrepancy occurring between the TFPG model and the post-occurrence probability matrix, we can then flag those two alarms to be observed in greater detail. The pseudocode for the alarmsequence maturation algorithm is given in Fig. 5 (FindDescrp) .
In the algorithm in Fig. 5 , the user must set the threshold values 1 and 2 which are compared against the probabilities in the post-occurrence probability matrix. When the postoccurrence probability matrix indicates that there should not be a relationship between two alarms, but there is a causal relationship between the two alarms, we call it a Type I error. This is the first if statement in Algorithm 5 (M [i, j] < 1 ). We call a Type II error when the post-occurrence probability matrix says that is a relationship but there is no causal relationship when there should be (
After all of the discrepancies are flagged, they are then further analyzed to see if any of the discrepancies were falsely flagged. For example, suppose we have the TFPG model in Fig. 6 . In this example the TFPG model is error-free. After we calculate the post-occurrence probability matrix, suppose we find that the probability of alarm M18 occurring after alarm M15 is very high. Similarly, the probability that alarm M18 precedes before alarm M17 is very high. Our algorithm will flag the relationships between M15 and M18 and M17 and M18 because there is no causal relationship between those alarms. In this scenario, however, that is acceptable because of how the signal is split after discrepancy D13 and propagates through the two links. To account for this scenario, we added a step that checks to see if the alarms have a related "ancestor," i.e. alarms that share a common causal discrepancy. If the alarms do have a common alarm or fault for which a causal relationship exists, then the alarms are not flagged as an erroneous relationship.
The process to find common ancestors is a straightforward process. Using an adjacency matrix to represent the TFPG model (using only faults and monitored faults), we find if there is a path from alarm (or fault) i to alarm j by using Warshall's algorithm [20] . We then take all of the Type II flagged relationships and check to see if there exists another alarm or fault for which there is a path to the two alarms that have been flagged as having a false causal relationship. If there is a common ancestor, we then remove that flagged relationship. All of the remaining Type II flags, along with all of the Type I flags are then recommended back to an engineer as changes to be made to the TFPG model.
V. DEMO
To test our algorithm for TFPG alarm sequence maturation, we developed several different scenarios and ran our algorithm on these scenarios to demonstrate how the process works and to also show that our maturation algorithm is able to correctly find the erroneous links in the models. In all of our scenarios, the TFPG models were developed using the Generic Modeling Environment (GME) and were run using the Fault Adaptive Control Technology (FACT) reasoner [21] , [22] .
A. Missing Alarm
In the first scenario, we used the alarm sequence maturation algorithm developed in this paper to aid in the fault-alarm maturation process reported in our earlier work [11] . In this scenario, a particular alarm is not monitoring a fault that it should be. In our previous algorithm, we would be able to detect that there should be a relationship between the fault and the alarm but not exactly where to link the alarm to the Fig. 6 . A correct TFPG model. Note that alarm-sequence maturation algorithm may flag certain relationships as errors unless we add a step to check if for relationships that were falsely flagged. Fig. 7 . A TFPG model with a missing link. The circled link should be in the TFPG model but was not included when the model was created. Therefore, the reasoner will not diagnosis the fault F1 with high confidence levels.
fault. Using the alarm sequence maturation algorithm, we are able to narrow the scope of possible links to add.
In our scenario, we created a TFPG model in Fig. 7 . The link circled from D3 to D4 in the figure denotes the missing link in the TFPG model. Through several maintenance events, we observe that the alarm M4 occurs many times when fault F1 is diagnosed. Without knowing anything about the alarm sequences, we could guess several different ways to add the causal relationship between alarm M4 and fault F1, such as adding a link from F1 to D4 or D1 to D4. Suppose we also observe that alarm M4 almost always occurs after alarm M3. Using this information, we observe that the correct way to add the causal relationship is by adding a link between fault F1 and alarm M4. Using our algorithm we are able to correctly identify that a relationship should exist between D3 and D4.
B. Extra Alarm
Similar to the missing alarm scenario, the extra alarm scenario used the alarm sequence maturation algorithm to aid the fault-alarm maturation algorithm presented in our previous work [11] . In this scenario, the model indicates there is an alarm monitoring a fault that it should not be observing. By using the sequence maturation algorithm, we can identify the alarm and also how to remove the causal relationship between the fault and the alarm.
The TFPG model in Fig. 8 represents the incorrect TFPG model with the extra alarm M6 monitoring fault F3. After several maintenance events, we start to observe that alarm M6 never fires when fault F3 is diagnosed as the correct fault. Based on our fault-alarm maturation algorithm, we would need to remove the causal relationship between fault F3 and alarm M6. We can not, however, simply remove the link from fault F3 to alarm M6 because alarm M8 correctly observes fault F3. Based on the alarm sequences, we observe that alarm M8 almost always follows alarm M7. Our alarm-sequence maturation algorithm would tell us that a relationship should not exist between alarms M5 and M6, but that a relationship between alarms M7 and M8 should exist. Again, our alarmsequence maturation algorithm is able to correctly diagnosis not only which links to delete in order to remove the fault, but also what links need to be added to keep all of the other alarms that may be affected by removing the link.
C. Reversed Order Of Alarms
The third scenario involves the order of alarms in a sequence. For example, suppose there is a TFPG model in which one alarm is causally dependent on another alarm, but the order of those two alarms should be reversed. In this scenario, the TFPG model in Fig. 9 was used to demonstrate that the alarm-sequence maturation algorithm finds the erroneous relationships. In all of the events that diagnose fault F6, we observe that alarm M11 almost always occurs before alarm M10, which is the opposite of what we would expect based on the TFPG model. We also observe that alarm M9 is almost always followed by alarm M11. Similarly, alarm M12 is almost always preceded by alarm M10. Based on these 3 erroneous relationships, we can observe that alarms M10 and M11 need to be flipped in the TFPG model. The final model would have a link from alarm M9 to alarm M11, a link from alarm M11 to M10, and a link from M10 to M12. Our alarm-sequence maturation algorithm is able to report these three erroneous relationships.
VI. CONCLUSION
Our alarm-sequence maturation algorithm is able to correctly identify erroneous relationships between sequences of alarms. Not only can this be used in the maturation of relationships between alarms, but also in the maturation of relationships between alarms and faults, as demonstrated in our first two scenarios.
For future work we want to also include maturing the time intervals used on the TFPG models. Since the diagnostic algorithms use the time intervals to diagnose a fault, a wrong time value could greatly change how the reasoner diagnoses a fault. Again, using an alarm sequence from a maintenance event, one could find those faulty time values and adjust them.
Finally, we would like to include maturation of probabilistic values in the TFPG models that utilize probabilistic values. If those probabilities are faulty, then the diagnostic reasoner could end up diagnosing the wrong faults. Again, if we have maintenance events that inform us which alarms were triggered and what fault was actually found during maintenance, we could find those faulty values in the model and recommend changes to them.
